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Character Creation - 

New Characters can be created using the Point Buy system, starting with 80 points.
Wound Levels have been eliminated entirely - instead characters use Hit Points only.
Hit Points are calculated at maximum.  This is the character's Physique Score X 6 + 20

Magic Potions - 

Page 21 in the Magic book (from #2) details creation of Alchemical Potions.  Notice there that potions lose their potency after a 
day if unused, unless one Improved Charge is added to the spell to make it last until the charge is used.  All potions have one 
charge.

Alchemists creating potions can record their "recipes" in a book or on a parchment, as a mage can record spells for the same 
effect - add 25% to the Design/Brew Time the first time they cast it to "write down" the recipe, then subtract 50% in future 
brews of the same potion.

Spell Design Time - 

Magic is complex and takes time to prepare and memorize.  Before a spell can be cast for the first time, the mage or cleric must 
first design it - which takes time, in accordance with both the D6 Magic and D6 Fantasy books.  When designing a spell, the 
magic user must choose to write the procedure down in a spellbook or record it onto a scroll.  Recording into a spellbook takes 
25% longer to design, but offers several advantages:

1.) Elimination of Design Time - Spells that are not recorded in a spellbook must be re-designed each time 
they are cast.  By recording it in a book, the design time is eliminated for future castings - instead the spell can 
be memorized accordance with the below rules.
2.) Spell Sharing - Spellcasters can share spells from their book, allowing anyone copying a spell to reduce the 
design time of the spell by 50%.  Characters may choose to sell spells in this way as well.
3.) Ease of Modification - minor changes can be made to the spell much more quickly with a scribed spell. 
 Design time to the "new" spell is 50% less than a spell not recorded in a book.
4.) On-the-Fly ease of casting - Non-memorized spells can be cast from the spellbook "on the fly" in the same 
amount of time it would take to memorize that spell + the spell's normal casting time.

In order to record spells in a spellbook, characters must have either a blank book (purchasable as a journal for 35 gold in 
most shops) or a piece of parchment (purchasable for 8 silver in most shops) and an quill and ink set (purchasable 
together for 4 gold in most shops).  A spell book can hold up to 50 spells, while a parchment scroll can hold only one 
spell

Scrolls are consumed as a part of the components when casting the spell.

Cantrip-level Spells - 

Spells with a Very Easy (difficulty 5) or lower difficulty are considered Cantrip-level.  These spells do not have a design 
time after the initial casting, and are assumed to be so easy they can be retained in the caster's memory to be cast as 
many times as they like every day.  When recorded onto a Scroll or Parchment, these spells do not consume the scroll 
when cast.

Recording the Cantrip into the spellbook still offers the advantage of sharing and ease of modification.

Cantrip-Level Spells do not count toward your maximum memorized spells.  This is subject to change if it is being 
abused.
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Memorizing Spells - 

When a spell is initially designed, it is assumed to be memorized as well - but only once.  Additional castings must be memorized 
again per the below.

To determine how many spells a character can memorize each day, take the number before the D in the associated Supernatural 
Attribute (Magic or Miracles), add the number before the D in the specific Supernatural Skill / School (Conjuration, for example) 
and multiply the result by 2.  This is the number of spells of that school that the character can memorize in a day.

Example - Mona Lisa the Wizard has 2D+1 in Supernatural - Magic and 1D+2 in Conjuration.  So she 
can memorize [(2+1)*2=) 6 Conjuration spells every day.

To determine how many times a character can memorize a particular spell every day, take the number before the D in that 
specific Supernatural Skill.  

Example - Mona Lisa the Wizard has 1D+2 in Conjuration, so she can only memorize Animate Dead 
once every day.  

To determine how long it takes to memorize the spell each time, take the spell's difficulty and divide it by 2 (rounding up).  The 
result is the number of rounds that it takes to memorize the spell each time the caster rests.  There is no limit to the number of 
times that the magic user may stop to memorize spells in a day - as long as they take the required time to memorize.  

Example - Mona Lisa the Wizard is designing the following spell to record it in her spellbook:

Name: Animate Dead 
Skill: conjuration 
Difficulty: 10 
Casting Time: 1 round 

Description: An undead creature is created.

As you can see, the spell has a difficulty of 10.  So looking at page 87 of the D6 Fantasy book, we find 10 
on the Spell Measures list to find a value of 100.  Divide that by 5 to get 20 Rounds Design Time.  That 
means every time Mona Lisa wants to cast the spell, she must take 20 rounds to design the spell first.  But 
wait!  If she writes it down, it will take (20 * 1.25 = ) 25 rounds to design it the first time, and it will be 
recorded in her spellbook forever.  She can cast it once today - because she just designed it - but since it 
is recorded, she can memorize it in the future.

Now the big day has come - the Adventurers are at her door and she needs to raise her army!  She spends 
5 rounds (10 Difficulty / 2) to memorize the Animate Dead spell - now she can cast it in its normal 
casting time when those pesky Adventurers come knocking!  If she hadn't memorized it, she would have 
had to cast it from her spellbook during combat - which would have taken 5 rounds to prepare, in 
addition to the spell's normal casting time - for a total of 6 rounds!  Without her meat shield, poor Mona 
Lisa wouldn't have lasted 6 rounds against those adventurers!

If she manages to escape their attack, she can spend 5 more rounds once she's safely away from the 
distractions of fighting to memorize the spell again - allowing her to animate another skeleton if she runs  
into trouble in her escape tunnel.

Magic Failure Table - 

We are using the Spell Failure Table from page 13 of the D6 Magic Book.  Whenever a spell is failed - or 
critically failed - the magic user should consult this chart to determine the result of their spell.

For now, the DM will not be policing this - it will be up to the magic user to announce what happens.  If we start 
to believe that this is being ignored, it will be policed.
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Healing with Skills - 

According to the D6 Fantasy book, each healer can only heal a patient once per day - but it is never defined what a 
"day" is.  Rather than keeping track of physical time (Midnight rollover or 24-hour timer, etc) this rule is revised.

Once a healer has attempted to heal an injured character, they cannot try again until the injured character has rested for 
at least 4 uninterrupted hours.

Natural Healing - 

By eliminating the Wound Levels from the character sheet, the Natural Healing chart in the book has become useless to 
this game.

Instead, for every 4 hours of uninterrupted rest, characters can roll their Physique and compare the result against the 
Healing chart in the Healing chapter of the book.  

Magical Healing - 

Healing which is accomplished through entirely magical means - spells, potions, magic items, etc - does not suffer 
the 1/day limitation that more traditional healing does.

Example: Doctor Quinn has the skill Healing at 3D+1 and the spell Healer's Touch.

When her tank - Stabby McStabbypants - gets roughed up by Goblins in the local woods, 
the good doctor is able to user her Healing skill to patch him up.  Later that day, he gets 
jumped by angry Boogies when he steps on a gourd.  Because Doctor Quinn has already 
used her Healing skill on him today, she can't do it again.  She will have to use her 
Healer's Touch spell to set him back to rights.

That evening, Stabby takes first watch and burns himself badly on the fire.  Even though 
she has already used both her Healing skill and Healer's Touch to heal him today, she can 
use Healer's Touch to heal him again - but cannot use her Healing Skill again until Stabby 
has rested for at least 4 hours.

Multiple Combat Actions Per Round - 

As the rules state, every action that takes time in a round reduces your dice pool by -1D per action.  This house rule further limits 
the number of combat actions you can take every round - ranged or Melee - to the number before the D in your Agility score or 
Acrobatics skill.  This includes ranged attacks like a bow (though a crossbow can still only fire 1/round) and dodging but does 
NOT include movement, skill use or non-weapon item usage.  

Example - Biggs the Dwarf has a 2D+1 Agility score.

Therefore, in a combat round he could: 
1.) Attack once with his axe and dodge - both at a -2D penalty.
2.) Attack once with his axe and kick an opponent (but not dodge) - both at a -2D penalty.
3.) Jump onto a table, attack twice with his axe - all at a -3D penalty.
4.) Jump off the table, attack once with his axe, dodge - all at -3D penalty.

In the next round, Biggs could not: 
1.) Attack twice with his axe and dodge.
2.) Attack twice with his axe and kick an opponent.
3.) Throw a table at an opponent, attack twice with his axe.
4.) Throw a table at an opponent, attack once with his axe and dodge.

There's some special abilities and advantages that allow characters to take additional actions in a round - those would add to this 
maximum.  So if you had 2D Agility and a Special Ability that gives an additional attack, you could make 3 attacks in a round.
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Armor Encumbrance - 

Wearing layers of protective gear makes performing certain tasts more challenging – especially tasks requiring flexibility and 
speed.  Therefore, wearing multiple layers reduced a character's Agility by 2 pips (-2) for each layer work after the first.  

Example:  Stabby is wearing chain under his Plate armor.  His Agility is at -2 until he removes one or the other.  If he  
adds soft leather under the chain he will be at -1D+1

Fire Rate - 

Bows have a basically unlimited Fire Rate - and can be fired as quickly as you can attack as long as you have 
ammunition. 

Crossbows have a Fire Rate associated with them indicating the number of times it can fire each round.  If the crossbow 
doesn't state otherwise, this fire rate is 1.  That represents the need to load and fire the crossbow each round.

Firearms also take time to load and fire.  The details for each firearm will include a "Reload Time" value to indicate 
how long it takes to reload the weapon before it can be fired again. 

For multi-barreled firearms - like double-barreled shotguns or pepperbox pistols - this time represents the time to 
reload each barrel. 

For longer weapons, like rifles, the reload time will usually be 8 rounds.  

For shorter firearms, like pistols or cartridge-fed repeating rifles, this reload time will usually be 4 rounds. 

Improving Advantages -

All Advantages must be improved with a teacher, or a valid in-game reason for gaining it.

Advantages must be improved in sequence (0->1, 1->2, etc) just as skills.  

Improving an advantage costs 5 x the desired rank in Character Points and takes one week of training per rank.

Example: Stabby wants to learn the Advantage Quick Loader at Rank 1.  He contacts Wyatt Earp - who has Rank 1 in  
the Advantage and pays 5 Character Points.

After a week of training, Stabby now has Quick Loader at Rank 1.  

Later, he gets Billy Kidd, who has Rank 2 in the Advantage to teach him.  He pays 10 Character Points and spends 
two weeks of training, and achieves Rank 2 in the Advantage.
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Improving Weapons and Armor - 

With the appropriate crafting skill, characters can improve their weapons, armor and other gear.  This represents sharpening or 
re-beveling weapons and arrows, reenforcing bows, adjusting the powder charge or action of guns and refitting, padding and 
shaping armor or shields.  

These stats may only be increased one “pip” at a time, and the crafter must rest 4 hours before attempting to improve the gear 
again.  Gear cannot be improved more than 5 times – for a total of +1d+2 improvement overall.  See the chart below for 
difficulties, materials cost (based on original value of gear) and dangers associated with improvement.  This chart is based on 
the TOTAL improvement over the gear's original stats.

Pip Increase Difficulty Cost Danger

+1 Easy (5) 10% Lose 1 Pip

+2 Moderate (10) 15% Lose 1 Pip

+1D Difficult (15) 20% Lose 2 Pips

+1D+1 Very Difficult (20) 25% Lose 2 Pips

+1D+2 Heroic (25) 50% Gear Broken

Failure on the skill roll means the Pip Increase is not applied to the gear, but the materials are still expended.  A critical Failure 
on the skill roll results in the Danger Penalty being applied to the gear instead of the Pip Increase.  In this case, the materials are 
still expended and no further improvements may be attempted on that gear by that crafter.  If the Danger causes the gear to fall 
below its original value, a different caster can make a Moderate (10) repair roll to return it to its original value – but no further 
improvements can be made on the gear.
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Quick Loader (House Advantage) - 

This advantage must be taught by a teacher that has at least one level higher.

Quick Loader (Rank 1) -
This advantage allows the character to make an Easy (Difficulty 5) Marksmanship roll to reduce the 
reload time of a Firearm by half - rounding up.  A weapon with a reload time of 4, for example, could 
be reloaded in 2 rounds.  The Marksmanship roll must be made in the first round of reloading, and 
only one attempt may be made.  Character Points can be spent to improve or re-roll the attempt, but 
only during that first round of reloading.

A critical failure on the roll indicates that the reload was fumbled in haste, and the reload will instead 
take double the weapon's reload time.

A criticial success on the roll indicates that the reload went smoothly, resulting in a +1 Bonus to the 
next Marksmanship roll made with that firearm. 

Quick Loader (Rank 2) - 
This advantage allows the character to make a Moderate (Difficulty 10) Marksmanship roll to reduce 
the reload time of a Firearm to 1/4 its original value.  A weapon with a reload time of 4, for example, 
can now be reloaded in only one round.  The Marksmanship roll must be made in the first round of 
reloading, and only one attempt may be made.  Character Points can be spent to improve or re-roll the 
attempt, but only during that first round of reloading.

A critical failure on the roll indicates that the reload was fumbled in haste, and the reload will instead 
take the weapon's normal reload time plus 1 round.

A criticial success on the roll indicates that the reload went smoothly, resulting in a +1 Bonus to the 
next Marksmanship roll made with that firearm.

Quick Loader (Rank 3) - 
This Advantage allows the character to  significantly reduce the reload time of any firearm. The 
character has three options:

1. Firearms with a reload time less than 4 can be loaded and fired in the same turn.  To do this, 
the character must split their Marksmanship die pool into two rolls, one to reload and the 
other to shoot.  

The first (reload) will require a Moderate (Difficulty 10) roll in order to successfully reload 
the weapon.  A failure indicates that the attempt to hasten the reloading process failed, and 
the full time must be taken to reload.  A critical failure of the roll indicates that the reloading 
process was fumbled - resulting in the firearm falling from the character's hands and 1d6 
damage to the Marksman representing the negligent discharge of the weapon. On a critical 
success, the marksman adds +1D to their dice pool for the second roll.

The second (fire) roll is handled as any other Marksmanship roll for the firearm, with +5 
added to the difficulty of the shot due to the haste of the situation.  Failures and critical 
successes and critical failures will be handled as they would on any other marksmanship roll.

2. After making a successful moderate (difficulty 10) firearms roll, two firearms with reload 
times less than 4 can be reloaded in the same round.  As with Rank 2, a Critical Success on 
this roll indicates that the reload went smoothly, resulting in a +1 Bonus to the next 
Marskmanship roll made with these firearms.  Critical Failure represents that the reloading 
process was fumbled, resulting in both firearms falling from the character's hands.

3. After making a successful moderate (difficulty 10) firearms roll, a firearm with a reload time 
of 8 or less can be reloaded in a single turn, granting a +1 bonus to both the next 
Marksmanship roll and the next Damage roll from that weapon.  Critical failure results in the 
reloading attempt being fumbled and requiring the weapon to be either dropped from the 
character's hands or the marksman to take double the weapon's reload time to reload. 
 Critical Success increases the bonus to +1D to both Marksmanship and Damage rolls from 
that weapon.  


